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1. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
We study the complexity at which one  can solve linear operator equa-  
tions using iterative procedures. We  restrict ourselves to equations gener-  
ated by bounded operators on  Hilbert spaces. Let us start with the ma in 
notations and  definitions. 
1.1. Problem Znstances and the Oracle. Let H be  a  real Hilbert 
space of dimension n  5  m , and  let 93  be  the algebra of all bounded  linear 
operators on  H. In what follows a  pair (A, b) comprising an  operator A E 
‘8 and  a  vector b E H is called an  instance and  is identified with the 
equation 
Ax = b, 
x being the unknown. Assume that, given an  instance (A, b), we wish to 
solve it to a  given accuracy E on  the basis of “matrix-vector mu ltiplica- 
tions.” More precisely, assume that we are given b beforehand, and  the 
only source of information about A is the oracle 0  which transforms a  
given input u  E H into the pair (Ax, A*$, where A* is the operator 
conjugate to A. The  problem is to evaluate the complexity of solving the 
equation to a  given accuracy, i.e., given a  class 2l of instances, to point 
out the best possible upper  bound  of the number  of calls of the oracle 
sufficient to find an  e-solution to each of the instances. 
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To formulate the problem precisely we are to specify the following 
components of the setting: 
(1) what is the class of instances; and 
(2) how the accuracy of an approximate solution is measured. 
Let us start with the corresponding description. 
1.2. Classes of Instances with “Source-Representable” Solutions. 
We restrict ourselves to the traditional classes defined by imposing re- 
strictions on spectral properties of the operators and on the “source 
representability of the solution.” Let us fix a compact set 2 belonging to 
the nonnegative half-axis, real 7, and positive R. Consider the class ‘%(Z, 
7, R) of all instances (A, 6) satisfying the following three conditions: 
1. The equations Ax = b is solvable; 
2. The singular set, S(A), of the operatorA, i.e., the spectrum of the 
symmetric positive semidefinite operator (A( = (A*A)1’2, belongs to C; 
3. The normal (i.e., of the minimal norm) solution x*(A, b) to the 
equation Ax = b can be represented as 
x*(A, b) = (A(% 
for some u with (ju[( 5 R. 
From now on the sth degree, B”, of a bounded symmetric positive 
semidefinite operator B is defined in the natural way for s 2 0; in the case 
of s < 0 the operator BS is defined on the set Im Blsl and maps a vector u E 
Im Blsl into the normal solution of the equation BISlx = u. 
We are also interested in the subclass %+(X, T, R) formed by all in- 
stances (A, b) E $?l(Z, T, R) with symmetric positive semidefinite A. 
In order to define the accuracy of a vector x E H as an approximate 
solution to an instance (A, b) of the above class we use the accuracy 
measures E,(x; A, b) depending on the real parameter o. These measures 
are defined as follows: 
E,(x; A, b) = 
lllAl”(x - x*(A, b>>ll, IAj”(x - x*(A, b)) is well-defined; 
+cQ, otherwise. 
Consider typical examples. 
(1) The class ‘1I(Z, 0, R) comprises all equations such that the singu- 
lar set of the operator belongs to 2 and the equation has a solution of the 
norm not exceeding R. 
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The accuracy measure E&K; A, b) is precisely the distance between the 
approximate and the exact solutions. 
(2) The class $?l(C, - 1, R) comprises all solvable equations such 
that the singular set of the operator belongs to C and the norm of the right- 
hand-side vector does not exceed R. 
The accuracy measure E,(x; A, b) is precisely the norm IlAx - b 11 of the 
residual Ax - b. 
To describe the next example, let us note that to solve an equation Ax = 
b with a symmetric positive semidefinite A is the same as to minimize the 
convex quadratic form 
h,b(X) = (Ax, x) - W, x); 
thus, we can speak about operator equations with positive semidefinite 
symmetric operators in terms of the associated optimization problem. 
(3) The class %?I+(X, 4, R) comprises all solvable unconstrained 
convex quadratic minimization problems fA,b + min such that the spec- 
trum of A belongs to x and fA,b(0) - min fA,b 5 R2. 
If A is symmetric positive semidefinite, then the accuracy measure 
&1/2(x; A, b) is precisely {f&(X) - min fA,6}1’2 (this quantity is called “the 
accuracy in the energetic norm associated with the equation Ax = b”). 
These particular examples look very natural and motivate the above, 
quite traditional, approach to the choice of instance classes and accuracy 
measures. 
1.3. Eficiency Estimates and Complexity. Now let us define our 
subject-the complexity. Let 93 be a method based on the above oracle 6’, 
i.e., a sequence of rules {93i, 937: H F * : * 5 H --* iY}i,i. By definition, 
2i - I times 
the method, as applied to an instance (A, b), generates two sequences of 
vectors: 
-the inputs to the oracle 
Yi = Yi(ai A, 6) = ‘fS(b, AYI, A*YI, . * * 7 AYi-1, A*Yi-1); 
-the approximate solutions to the instance 
Zi = Zi(%R; A, b) = %i(b, Ay,, A*yl, . . . ) Ayi-1, A*yi-I). 
Given a class of instances 5X, and the parameter w which identifies the 
accuracy measure, we can define the efficiency estimate for the method: 
%(E; 3, 5X, o) = min{i I E,(zj(CJJA; , 6) 
5 E for all j 2 i and all (A, b) E VI} 
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(as usual, min{i 1 i E 0} = +m). The value of the efficiency estimate at a 
given E is precisely the smallest number of oracle calls which is sufficient 
for solving all instances from the class to the accuracy E with the aid of 93. 
The u-complexity of I?l is the lower bound of efficiency estimates over 
the set of all methods: 
%(E; (21, 0) = i;f (%(E; 3, 8, w)}. 
Our main goal is to evaluate the complexity and to point out the 
corresponding “optimal” methods. 
2. COMPLEXITY BOUNDS AND OPTIMALITY 
OFTSCHEBYSHEVMETHODS 
2.1. We start with the basic result which describes the complexity of 
the classes IX++, l , 0). We begin with some auxiliary notions. Denote 
UC) = i 
c-3 +% 0 4 x; 
(0, +a), 0 E 2. 
We show later that in order to ensure “reasonable” behavior of the com- 
plexity %(E; 8, o) (8 is %(I& r, R) or (11+(X, 7, I?)) the parameters 7 and w 
should satisfy the relation 7 + w E r(X). 
Let ‘$k, k 2 0, be the set of all polynomials p(t): R + R such that deg 
p 5 k and p(0) = 1. Given y E T(X), define the function &~(u): R+ + (0, 
172,. . .} as follows: 
Since y E IQ), this function is well-defined on the positive half-axis. 
Since each polynomial p E @, can be represented as 1 - t q(t), deg 
q 5 k - 1, the above definition means that for each k 2 0 there exists a 
polynomial qk,y,Z(f) such that 
deg qk,y,I 5 k - 1 
(the only polynomial of negative degree is zero), and for each v > 0 one 
has 
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Our first basic result is Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let %?I = ‘%+(IZ, r, R), and let w satisfy the relation 
y = 7 + w E r-(C). 
Consider the method 93+ = %;,I associated with the data 2 and y, i.e., the 
method defined by the relations 
yd33+; A, b) = Ak-‘b, z,&%+; A, b) = q/&A)b. 
Then 
(i)for all E > 0 one has 
%(E; ‘i% w) 5 %(E; a+, 3, W)(E) 5 max{&&IR); l}, (1) 
and (ii) in the case of 
2,Q,,~(eIR) 5 n - 3 (2) 
all inequalities in (1) are equalities. 
Note that (i) is alsmost evident; the essence of the theorem is (ii). For 
the proof of the theorem, see Nemirovsky (1991) (in the latter paper the 
case of r I 0 is consdered, but the proof remains valid in the general case, 
as well). 
2.2. Now let us describe the complexity of the classes I?l@, l , l ). 
THEOREM 2. Let %?I = ‘?I(& 7, R), and let o satisfy the relation 
y = 7 + w E l-(Z). 
Consider the method 9I = 91bA,,~ associated with the data 2 and y, i.e., the 
method dejined by the relations 
YI(%; A, b) = 6, z,(93; A, 6) = 0 
and 
yk(99; A, b) = (A*A)‘k’2’-1A*b, z/d%; A, b) = qlk/21,r/2,1Z(A*A)A*b 
for k 2 2, where 2* = {t2 1 t E X}. 
Then 
(i’) for all E > 0 one has 
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where 9, = {(A, b) E ‘8 1 A = A*} is the subclass of% formed by equa- 
tions with symmetric operators; 
(ii’) in the case of 
all inequalities in (3) are equalities. 
Roughly speaking, the theorem means that, from the complexity view- 
point, the best way to solve a general equation Ax = b is to reduce it to the 
equivalent equation A*Ax = A*b with a symmetric positive semidefinite 
operator and then to forget about the origin of the latter equation. 
Proof. Let C’ = C U {-I?}. For y E I’(X), let 
From the main result of Nemirovsky (1991), it follows immediately that 
(i’) for all E > 0 one has 
(ii’) in the case of 
2$4&~/R) 5 n - 3 (6) 
all inequalities in (5) are equalities. In order to derive (i) and (ii) from the 
latter statements, it suffices to prove the following two facts: 
(a) for all E > 0 one has 
a(&; CXl, VI,, o) 5 max{2&2,~4a/R); I}, (7) 
(b) for all Y 3 0 and all y E I(Z) one has 
Indeed, assume we have established (a) and (b). The following inequali- 
ties are evident: 
%(&; I?& w) 5 %(&; 93, ‘3, 0) (9) 
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(the complexity of a class is, by definition, not greater than the efficiency 
estimate of any method); 
%(&; 93, ‘II,, w) 5 %(&; 9, l?l, 0) (10) 
(the efficiency estimate of a method on a subclass does not exceed its 
efficiency estimate on the whole class); 
%(&; ‘3, w) 2 %(c; lx,, w) (11) 
(the complexity of a class is not less than the complexity of a subclass). 
Combining (9) and (7), we obtain (i). Now assume that (4) takes place. 
Then (8) combined with (ii’) leads to 
WE; ?-Is, 0) = c&(.5; 93, i?L, W)(E) = max{R,,z(eIR); I}. 
Also, since %(E; 3, ‘?I,, w) I ‘%(E; 53, ‘21, w) (see (10)) and %(E; 3, (II, w) 5 
max{B,,,x(&IR); 1) (see (7) and (8)), we obtain 
WE; %, w) = %(E; % V-Is, w> = %(E; 93, 3, w) = max{,Q,,~(eIR); I}; 
taking into account (9) and (11) as well, we obtain the equalities 
%e(e; a, 0) = %(E; 93, 5% 0) = max{R,,zO(&IR); I}, 
and to complete the proof of (ii’) it remains to use (8). 
Thus, we should prove (a) and (b). 
1”. Let (A, b) E I?L, and let k 2 2. We have 
~,(.a; A, b) = 11 [Al%*& b) - q,k,21.~,2.~2(A*A)A*b)l( 
= IIIAl”(x*(A, b) - q,k/2,,y/2,r2(A*A)(A*A)x*(A, @>ll 
= lljA(O+T(Z - q ~~,~~.~/~,L~(IAI~)IAI~)~II, 
where U, llull I R, is such that x*(A, b) = IAITu (when verifying this 
computation in the case of negative 7 and/or o, have in mind that 7 + o E 
f’(2)). It immediately follows that 
&,(zk; A, b) s R max{tY’211 - @k&)l 1 t E c2), 
and the latter quantity is 5 E if [k/2] 1 ~y12,14~/R), or, which is the same, 
if k 2 2t@y,2,&IR). We have established (a). 
2”. Let v > 0. Then there exists a polynomial p(t) of degree not 
exceeding k = RQ(v) such that p(O) = 1 and Y 2 maxtExr JtlYIp(t)J. Since 
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2 is symmetric with respect to 0, the polynomialp*(t) = (p(t) + P(-t))/2 
has the above properties as well. Thus, there exists an even polynomial 
p*(t) = 1 - t*q(t*) (q is a polynomial of degree not exceeding [k/2] - I), 
such that rnaxIEz, It/Y[R*(t)l 5 v. Let r(t) = 1 - tq(t) E !@Ik,21; then 
evidently max{t~*)~(t)j 1 I E C*} s v, so that 5$,12,z~ I [k/2] = ~~~t,,~(v)l 
21, or ~y,~W 2 2&12,~ 2(v). Vice versa, if 7r(t) = 1 - H(t) E ‘$,, m = 
s? yi2,~2(1/), is such that max{t~*j~(t)( ( t E C*} I ;o, then clearly the polyno- 
mial p(t) = 1 - t26(t2) belongs to @ 2m and satisfies the relation rnaxIEzf 
ItlY(p(t)( zs Y, which implies ~,,J(v) 5 2Syi2,~~(v). Thus, (b) is proved. n 
The above statements give precise values of the complexity when the 
complexity itself is not greater than one-half of the dimension (more pre- 
cisely, not greater than (n - 3)/2). Since the complexity is nonincreasing 
in F and clearly is not greater than the dimension of the space plus 1, the 
following statement holds true. 
COROLLARY. Let% = B(X,T,R),%+ = '~I+(&T, R),‘%, = %,(I;,7,R). 
Assume that y = Q- + o E r(Z). Then for all E > 0 one has 
min{(n - 3)/2, max{9yiz(e/R); 1)) 5 %(E; S?l+, o) 
I min{n + 1, max{,Q,;Z(&IR); 1)); (12) 
min{(n - 3)/2, max{2S?y,2;~*(&IR); 1)) 5 %(E; 3, w) 
5 min{n + 1, max{2~y~2;~~(~IR); I}}; (13) 
min{(n - 3)/2, max{2Qy&aIR); I}} 5 %(E; a,, w) 
5 min{n + 1, max{2~y~2;~~(e/R); I}}. (14) 
We see also that the Tchebyshev type methods 93+ and 93, associated 
with the data E and y = 7 + w, are “almost optimal” on the corresponding 
classes (i.e., the efficiency estimate for the corresponding Tchebyshev 
method coincides with the complexity of the class until the efficiency 
estimate is smaller than (n - 3)/2; note that in the opposite case iterative 
procedures have no significant advantages as compared to noniterative 
linear algebra routines). 
2.3. The above results reduce the problem of complexity evaluation to 
the problem of evaluation of the function 
‘Qy;z(v) = min{k I 3 p E ‘&: rnrx PIp( 5 v} 
(y E r(S), cp > 0). Note that if 0 belongs to ): and is an isolated point of 
this set, then the above function does not vary when C is replaced by 2’ = 
X\(O). Therefore, from now on we assume that either 0 $E C, or 0 belongs 
to C and is not an isolated point of C. 
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It is more convenient to evaluate the function $,,,x inverse to $&e): 
Y&k) = min{mzx tYlp(t)l I P E %J. 
Note that the corresponding “optimal” polynomials ~)k,~,~(t) = 1 - 
tqk,,z(t) define the above optimal methods. 
The problem of finding 9,&k) and pk,&-) is quite classical and was 
studied by many authors. In the case when I: is a tight enough segment, 
estimates of 9y,p(k) are known as well as the approximations to P~,~,LP) 
associated with these estimates; for “specific” values of y 5&) and 
p,&-) are known exactly. 
Let us list some examples. 
2.3.A. Z = [1, L], 0 < 1~ L (the classes comprise problems with a 
fixed condition number). Since 0 4 2, we are interested in ally E R. First 
of all, consder the simplest case y = 0. 
It turns out (“Markov’s Theorem”) that 
50,11,&) = Ti’ 5 = l/cash 
( 1 ( 
L-f-1 
k arccosh - ) L-l’ 
where 
Tdt) = cos(k arccos t) 
is the kth Tchebyshev polynomial; in particular, 
As far as arbitrary y are concerned, we can use the following simple 
estimates: 
LY~o,[~,dk) =- ffy,rr,tl(k) 2 ~y~o,u,dkh Y ' 0, 
~y~o,[/,dk) 2 fj-y,[/,tlW 2 LY~o,u,dk), Y < 0. 
(16) 
These estimates define 3y,Fl,L](k) within the factor Qlyl. We obtain the 
estimates for the complexity l 
1 For the sake of simplicity, in the rest of the section we assume n = 30. By virtue of the 
above corollary, in the case of finite n the estimates below should be truncated at the level of 
n, which results in the extra factors l/2 and 2 in lower and upper bounds, respectively. 
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c In-’ ($+) In (s) 5 %(E; ‘21([1, L], 7, R), w) 
5 C In-’ (E) In i+), 
c In-l ($ T :) In (3) 5 %(E; %+([1, L], 7, R), 0) 
5 ’ In- 
1 (Q"* + 1) ln (it), 
Q”2 _ 1 
where 
(17) 
and c, C are positive absolute constants; the upper bounds hold true for 
E < RA(y)I2. Roughly speaking, in the case of the condition number Q = 
L/l not close to 1 the best possible rate of convergence in the nonde- 
generate case is linear with the ratio (1 -- fi(Q-l)) (the class a) or (1 - 
Cl@‘“)) (the class ?I+). 
2.3.B. 2 = [0, L], L > 0 (the class includes ill-conditioned prob- 
lems). Since 0 E 2, we are interested in positive y only. 
The explicit representations of Y y,[~,~~W and P~.~,IO.LI are known in the 
caseofy=+tobe 
Pk,1/2,[O.L](~) = t-w-’ (2k + 1)-‘T2k+,((flL)“2)(tlL)-“2) 
(since TX+, is odd, the right-hand side is a polynomial of the degree k) and 
9,,2,[0,L](k) = L”72k + I)-‘. 
For an arbitrary positive y, one can use the following estimates: 
: LY exp{-2y}(l + kl~)-~y 5 5Y,ro,&) 5 LW + 2kl]2yW2Y. 
It follows that 
Cy(&ty/E)“(2y) 2 %(E; %+([o, L], T, R), o) 
5 Cj(y + ~)(RLVE)~‘(*Y)[, 
cy(RLyl,)“Y 2 %(E; %([O, L], T, R), o) 
5 Cj(y + l)(RLy/~)“y)[ 
for absolute positive constants c, C. 
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2.3.C. Now consider the case when I: comprises a converging se- 
quence {(~~}~~r and the limit (T= of the sequence (this case is closely related 
to the equations with A = cr,Z + A’, where A’ is compact). Of course, we 
can assume that all the reals (T,, cr, u2, . . . , differ from each other and 
that the quantities di = (vi - c~mj are nonincreasing in i. There are two 
cases: 
C.l. cm > 0 (nondegenerate case); 
C.2. (r, = 0 (degenerate case). 
In the nondegenerate case 0 is not a limit point of I: and therefore, 
according to our agreement, it does not belong to C. Given an integer k > 
0, consider the polynomial 
Pk(t) = fi (1 - f/U;) 
i=l 
and the segment [u*(k), u*(k)], where u*(i) = inf{uj 1 j > i}, u*(i) = 
sup{uj ( j > i}. As we have seen, there exists a polynomial p&.(t) E ‘@k 
such that 
It is easily seen that 
IPk(t)I 5 C(C), f E 2; Pk(Ui) = 0, i 5 k. (19) 
It follows that the polynomial rk(f) = p&)p&(t) E ‘& satisfies the 
inequality tYjrrk(t)\ 5 c(X)9 r,~,,*~~),cz*~~)lW, so that (13 and (16) lead to 
where 
Ah, k) = 
(u&))Y, Y<O 
(a * W’, 
y z o, Q(k) = ~*(kY~dO. 
We see that Ty,z(k) decreases at a superlinear rate. In the case of di = 
O(P), (Y > 0, we have for small enough Y 
JF$&) 5 const{ln In(uLlv)}-l In(uY&); 
if di = CPU, then the above estimate is sharp, up to a constant factor. 
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In the degenerate case the same line of argument leads to the relation 
5424 5 crX(1 + 2kl]2y&27. 
In the case of (T; = O(P) it follows that 
Sty.z(v) 5 const ]~-~‘~(~+~)l; 
if ui = cP, this estimate is sharp, up to a constant factor. 
2.4. The Case ofr + o e I(X). Assume that C. contains 0 and this is 
a limit point of Z. Above we studied the complexity of the classes 5?I and 
9X’ associated with such a C in the case of r + o > 0 only. What happens 
with the complexity if this inequality is violated? The following result is 
an immediate corollary of Theorems 1 and 2. 
PROPOSITION 1. Under the above assumptions on 2 the complexities 
of the classes ?I(& T, R) and ‘%+(C, 7, R) associated with the accuracy 
measure E, in the case of r + o 5 0 are at least (n - 3)/2 for all E < R. 
Indeed, the complexity of, say, %?I(& r, R) is not less than the complex- 
ity of the class %(XP, r, R), &, = {t E C ) t 2 p}, for each positive p. From 
the dejinition of S&(u) it immediately follows that limFo ,&x.,(v) = w for 
each v c 1, and it remains to use Theorem 2. 
In the infinite-dimensional case n = CQ one can prove the following very 
strong negative result. Let us restrict ourselves to equations involving 
symmetric positive semidefinite operators only. Consider the oracle 0” 
which is essentially more powerful than our standard matrix-vector mul- 
tiplicator 0. Namely, the input to 6” is a pair comprising an (arbitrary) 
bounded Bore1 function 4 and a vector y E H, the output of 0* is the 
vector $(A)y, where (A, b) is the instance under consideration (note that 
0 accepts the choice 4(t) = t only; now we can choose 4 at each step). 
Assume that we are able to use 6* and wish to solve equations of a given 
class %!I to a prescribed w-accuracy E. We are looking for a method 93 
which, as applied to any instance (A, b) E VI, terminates after a certain 
number of steps (which may depend on the instance) and forms the results 
~(3; A, b) satisfying the inequality &,(~(a; A, b); A, b) I F for all (A, b) E 
!?I. Thus, in contrast to our common complexity approach where we are 
interested in results uniform in the instances, now we are interested in the 
existence of a method which can solve each problem instance to a pre- 
scribed accuracy. It turns out that even this “minimal” requirement can- 
not be satisfied in the degenerate infinite-dimensional case in the case of 
7 + o = 0. Namely, let A0 be a symmetric positive semidefinite operator 
with the properties Ker A0 = {0}, 0 E S(AO), and let r 2 0, R > 0. Let 
‘%,R(Ao) be the family of all equations U*AoUx = b belonging to 
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‘%+(S(A& r, R), where Upasses through the set of all orthogonal isomor- 
phisms of H. Let us fix E, 0 < E < R. 
PROPOSITION 2. For the above AO, r, R, and E, there does not exist 
any method %I based on the oracle 0* and satisfying the requirement that 
~(933; A, b) be well-defined and E-,(.z(93; A, b); A, b) I E for all (A, b) E 
%,R(Ao). 
The proof of this proposition can be found in Nemirovsky (1988). 
Note that we can easily point out a method %i based on the oracle 0 
(e.g., the simplest procedure zi+i = Zi - 6(Azi - b) with an appropriately 
chosen 6) which ensures the relations E-T(Zi(%; A, b); A, b) 5 R, E-,(Zi(%; 
A, b); A, b) *km 0 for every (A, b) E ‘?I+(& 7, R). The difficulty is that, in 
the case of 0 E cl{Z\{O}}, n = CQ, we cannot conclude, for a certainty, on 
the basis of the observed information that e-,(Zi(%; A, b); A, b) has 
become less than a prescribed quantity. Proposition 2 shows that this 
difficulty cannot be avoided. 
3. SUBOPTIMALITY OFTHE CONJUGATEGRADIENTMETHOD 
3.1. The above results give an almost complete complexity descrip- 
tion for the classes ?I(=, 0, l ) and ‘%+e, l , l ) and define (almost) optimal 
methods, but these methods are not “practical.” We mean that a Tche- 
byshev-type method must be tuned to the class; on the other hand, usu- 
ally it is difficult to embed the given equation properly into a particular 
class. Fortunately, it turns out that the efficiency estimate of the standard 
conjugate gradient method on each of the introduced classes coincides, 
within a constant factor, with the complexity of the class. This means that 
the conjugate gradient method possesses very “strong” adaptive fea- 
tures. In this section we present the results on suboptimality of the 
method. 
3.2. Conjugate Gradient Method. Let us fix an integer m > 0, and 
let CG+(m) be the method which, as applied to an instance (A, b) with 
symmetric positive semidefinite A, forms the ith approximate solution, 
z:(A, b), as a point of the set 
Argmin{(A”x, x) - 2(Am-‘b, x) 1 x E EL-,(A, b)}, 
where 
Ei(A, b) = Lin{b, Ab, . . . , Ai-lb}, i 2 1, &(a, b) = {0}, i < 1, 
is the ith Krylov’s space of the pair (A, b). It is clear that in order to point 
out zt(A, b), it sufficies to compute recursively the vectors Ab, A*b, 
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. . . ) A’-lb, so that the ith approximate solution requires i - 1 oracle 
calls. 
Let also CG(m) denote the method which, as applied to an arbitrary 
equation Ax = b, forms the ith approximate solution zi(A, b) as 
zi(A, b) = z&~I(A*A, A*b), i 2 2, zl(A, b) = 0. 
Let %%(E; %, w) and %%+(E; 8, w) denote the efficiency estimates of 
CG(m), CG+(m) on a class %, respectively. The suboptimality property of 
the conjugate gradient method is demonstrated by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let I?! = I?I(Z, Q-, R), ‘$?I+ = IX+ (Z, r, R). Then 
(i) in the case of 0 6C IZ one has for all E > 0: 
if%(E; %?I+, o) 5 (n - 3)/2, then 
qgg+(&; (II+, 0) 5 %(E; i?l+, 0) + 91iQ1/2(Q+-4) + m + 3; (20.a) 
always 
‘&%+(E; a+, W) I 2 %(E; 'i?l+, W) + ‘8~112(Q-l~-~"l) + m + 3; (20.b) 
if’%(s; 8, w) I (n - 3)/2, then 
%%(e; %?I, w) 5 %(E; $?I, o) + 2 !Jl@“-ml) + 2m + 4; (21.a) 
always 
%%(E; I?& w) 5 2 %(E; i?l, o) + 2 &&‘-“l) + 2m + 4; (21.b) 
where 
Q = Q(Z) = {rnp t}/{mp t}, !I$#) = min{k ( 2 (e)^ 5 v). 
(ii) in the case of 0 E C one has for all E > 0: 
%%+(E; VI+, w) I 2 l(r + m/2)l(t + o)l %(E; ?I+, 0) + m + 4, (22) 
if r > -m/2 and -r < o 5 m/2; 
%%(E; 8, 0) 5 2 ](r + m)l(t + o)L %(E; VI, CO) + 2m + 4, (23 
if r > -m and --7 < o zs m. 
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Proof. 1”. From the Spectral Theorem and the description of the 
conjugate gradient method it follows straightforwardly that the accuracy 
~+(i; A, b) = E,(.&,JA, b); A, b) of the (i + m)th approximate solution to a 
problem (A, b) E ‘8+ found by the CG+(m) in the case of y = T + w E T(Z) 
can be represented as 
E$(i; A, b) = I2 t*ypXf) 44th (24) 
where p is a Bore1 measure (depending on (A, b), not on o) on Z satisfying 
the relations 
and pi belongs to the set 
Argmin {I I t m+2T P2(f) 4dt) I P E Vi]* (26) 
Similarly, the accuracy c(i; A, b) = E,(ZZ(i+m)(A, b); A, b) of the 2(i + m)th 
approximate solution to (A, b) E %  found by CG(m) can be represented as 
where y = 7 + o, p is a Bore1 measure (depending on (A, b)) on C2 
satisfying the relations 
1-401 = 0, I,; b(f) 5 R2, (28) 
and pi belongs to the set 
(29) 
We will derive (20) and (22) from (24)-(26); the same line of argument, 
as applied to (27)-(29), results in (21) and (23). 
2”. Let us start with (20). From (25), (26), and the definition of 
&+m,2,x(i) it clearly follows that 
this relation and (24) imply 
c:(i; A, b) I max{P”-m; L2”-m}~,2+,,2,z(i) R2, 
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where 1 is the minimal, and L is the maximal element of E. In turn, 
$:+,/2,2(i) I max{P-*o; Lm-*a } 3:,x(i) (evidently). We conclude that .c+(i; 
A, b) I (Lll)~mR-o( &,x(i) = Qm’*+ &,2(i). Let k = %a~/2(Q-lo-m’2/). It 
follows from (11) that &,x(k) 5 Q- - Iw m’21. Since clearly 3,,r (i+k) 5 &,x(i) 
Bo,z(k), we conclude that E+(i + k; A, b) I R &,,s(z). In other words, 
~,(zi++~+k(A, b); A, 6) I R $+,x(i), or %%+(E; ?I+, w) 5 &,ddR) + m + k = 
&,,z(EIR) + m + %g/2(Ql”-mnl). The latter inequality combined with The- 
orem 1 and with the evident inequality %%+(E; %I+, w) 5 IZ + 1 implies (20). 
3”. Now let us prove (22). The key observation is the following: 
dzi++m(A, b); A, b) 5 R*. (30) 
Note that (30) is evident in the case of i = 0, so that we can assume i to 
be 1 1. 
To prove (30), we fix i and note that either t”+*‘pi(f) = 0 almost every- 
where on ZZ,, and then (30) is evident (see the first relation in (25)), or {pO, 
PIT. * -9 pi} forms a sequence of orthogonal (with respect to the measure 
dX(t) = ~+*~+id&t)) polynomials (see (26)) and these polynomials are 
nonzero elements of L2(Z, A). Consider the second case. From the stan- 
dard properties of orthogonal polynomials it follows that pi has precisely i 
zeros, tl < * * * <ti, ti> 0, SO that 
pi(t) = fi (1 - tltj). 
j=l 
Let q(t) = (1 - f/t&’ pi(t); this is a polynomial of degree i - 1, and the 
orthogonality property of {pj} leads to the relation ss tm+i+*7pi(t) q(t) c&(t) 
= 0, or 
I {EXJ%,} fm+‘+*Tq*(t)(l - t/t,) d/.&(t) = I,,,,.,z,,, tm+‘+*Tq*(t)(t - t,)t;’ d/L(f). 
(31) 
We clearly have 0 I pdt) I 1, 0 I q(t) 5 1, t E [0, t,], whence 
4zi++m (A 6); A, 6) 
= I L P: (d &(t) 
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= I I1~p,I~l,) p'(t) d/.&(t) + (t,)-m-2r-' J{,El,,~r,) ~m+27+'q2w(~ - m1 4-m 
= 
I 
(r~I,,~t,) qwt - td2q2 4-4t) + @P-27-' 
= 
I {rez.t5t,) 
tm+‘+27q*(t)(1 - t/t,) d/L(f) 
(see (31)). Thus, 
(the latter inequality follows from the relation 0 I q(t) I 1, t E [O, ti]). To 
obtain (30) it remains to use (25). Note that on the basis of the resulting 
inequality 
dzi++m(A, b); A; b) 5 p({t E IS 1 t I t,}), 
cl = t,(i) being the smallest root of the polynomial pi, it is easy to establish 
that E-,(zi++,JA, b); A, b) +hrn 0, i.e., that CG+(m) as applied to a problem 
from YIP, T, 0) converges with respect to the error measure E-,; since each 
solvable equation (A, b) with symmetric positive semidefinite operator A 
belongs to the class ‘i%+(S(A), 0, 11 x* (A, b) II), it follows that the method 
CG+(m) as applied to the equation converges (in the usual metric of H), 
and all the approximations are not farther from the initial approximation 
(zero) than the normal solution to the equation. O f course, the same result 
holds true for the method CG(m) as applied to an arbitrary solvable equa- 
tion. 
4”. (24) applied with o = m/2 and combined with (26) and (25) leads 
to the relation 
&,2(zi++,C4, b); A; b) 5 I, t"+*'pfW d/.4) 5 R*3;,2+,.di). (32) 
Inequality (30) means that 
(33) 
Under the assumption -7 < w 5 m/2 involved in (22), we have y = w + 
7 E (0, m/2 + 71, so that from (24), (32), and (33) it follows that 
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~dzi++m(A, b); A, b) = {I, t*ydW MO)‘” 5 R{%/2+,,di)}e, (34) 
where 
8 = yl(m/2 + 7). 
Let 
K = l(m/2 + T)l$[. 
Then 
KY 2 ml2 + 7. (35) 
Let us prove that 
3.m,2+7,z(Ki) I {~y,~(i)}m’2+~)iY. (36) 
Indeed, for a given i denote v = 3,2(i) and let 7~ E ‘$3i be the polynomial 
satisfying the relation 
y-$x t+(t)1 = v. (37) 
Either v = 0 (and then (36) is evident), or v > 0; in the latter case in view 
of the standard Tchebyshev-type results from (37) it follows that there 
exist i + 1 points p = rl < * * * < Ti+i such that 
r3 7r(rJ = (-I)“-’ v. (38) 
Equation (38), in turn, means that 7~ has i zeros tl < t2 < * . . < ti and tl > 
p. Since ~(0) = 1, we conclude that 
77(t) = fi (1 - tlti), (39) 
j-1 
and in particular 
1 2 7r(t) 2 0, c E PA PI. (40) 
Let P(t) = T”(t), SO that /3 E @iK. Let us evaluate the quantity V’ = 
maxtEn m’2+T~~(t)~. Let t E 2. Assume, first that t 2 p. Then we have from 
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(37) (m(t)1 5 VP, whence fmn+Tlp(t)l I fm12+VYyx. Since KY Z m/l? + T 
(see (35)) and t 2 p, we have P’*+’ [/3(t)l 5 pm’2+T-KV. At the same time 
p” J7r(p)l = v and, as we have seen, &)I 5 1, so that p e vi’?. Thus, in the 
case of I E 2, t 2 p, we have p’*+@(t)l 5 pm’2+r-v # 5 y(m’*-l-7-~7)~3’~~ = d/e 
(the second inequality holds true since m /2 + r - K-y I 0). 
Now assume that t 5 p and r E Z. For such a f we have Ip( s m in{l; 
vV-Y~} (see (37) and (40)). Therefore tm’*+~lp(r)l~ m in{tm/2+7; v’V~‘*+~-~Y} I 
max,,o m in{pn+T; vKs~~*+T-V} = yl/B (we have taken into account that m /2 
+ T  > 0, m /2 + r - ~-y 5 0). Thus, 
since p E IpKi, (36) follows. 
5”. Relation (34) combined with (36) leads to the relation 
it follows that 
%%+(E; %?I+, w) %  K!@~,Z(EIR) + m . 
The latter relation, combined with Theorem 1 and the evident inequality 
%%+(E; VI+, o) I it + 1, leads to (22). w 
4. CONCLUDINGREMARKS 
We have studied the complexity at which one can solve linear operator 
equations on the basis of matrix-vector multiplications. What about gen- 
eralizations of these results to the nonlinear case? One possibility looks as 
follows. Restrict ourselves to equations involving positive semidefinite 
symmetric operators. To solve such an equation Ax = b with the aid of the 
oracle 6 is the same as to m inimize the convex quadratic function&&) = 
B (Ax, x) - (b, x) with the aid of the standard first order oracle 0, which 
returns the value and the gradient of the objective at the input value of the 
argument. If (A, 6) belongs in the class YI+([I, ~5.1, 7, R), then&b is convex 
and its gradient is Lipschitz continuous with the constant L; in the case of 
1> 0 the function&b is also strictly convex with the parameter I:&,(x+h) 
rfA,b(x) + (fJ&r), h) + (1/2) llh[l*. Thus, the natural “nonlinear” exten- 
sion of the problem “solve a linear equation with a positive semidefinite 
symmetric operator A, S(A) c [I, L], on the basis of the oracle 0” is the 
problem “m inimize a strictly convex with the parameter 1 function of the 
class G*(L) (i.e., with Lipschitz continuous with the constant L gradi- 
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ent), on the basis of the first order oracle 01. ” In order to obtain nonlinear 
extensions of the above “linear” complexity results, we should interpret 
in terms of the minimization problem the assumption “x*(A, 6) = A’ u for 
certain u, ]]u]] 5 R,” and the accuracy measure E,(x; A, b). The first 
interpretation can be easily given for the following values of r: 
r = 0 (“the initial error in the argument (Jz* - zO)]], z. being a given 
starting point, z* being some minimizer off, does not exceed R”); 
T = - l/2 (“the initial error in the objectiveAzo) - minf, z. being a given 
starting point, does not exceed R2/2”); 
r = - 1 (“the initial norm of gradient ]lf’(zo)]l, z. being a given starting 
point, does not exceed R”). 
The accuracy measures E,(z; A, b) admit natural nonlinear interpreta- 
tions in the following cases: 
o = 0 (dist(z, Argminf)); 
w = l/2 ({2cf(z) - minf)}i’2); 
w = 1 (Ilf’(z)ll). 
Thus, we have 3 x 3 = 9 possibilities to extend the complexity results 
associated with the classes YI+([l, L], r, R) onto the problems of smooth 
convex minimization: for r E (-0; -l/2; - I} we can point out the natural 
“nonlinear” extension of the class %+([l, L], r, R), and we can provide 
each of the resulting classes with the accuracy measures corresponding to 
each o E (0, l/2, 1). It turns out that all these virtual extensions can be 
successively done. Let us list the corresponding results. 
Let us fix 1~ 0 and L > 1. Consider the family Q = g’qL of all problems 
f(x) --f min ) x E H 
associated with the strictly convex parameter 1 (in the case of I> 0) or the 
simply convext (in the case of I= 0) functionsfe C’,‘(L). For R > 0, let 
80 = {fE 3 I Argminfintersects with the ball of the radius R centered 
at 0); 
6-ij2 = cf~ 8 IflO) - min f 5 R2/2}; 
S-1 = U-E 8 I if’CO>ll 5 RI. 
Assume that we solve problems of the classes using the standard first 
order oracle. Consider the following accuracy measures: 
E~(z; f) = dist(x, Argmin fl; 
.w2(z, f) = f(z) - min f; 
~l(Z;f) = Ilfwll. 
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Let %(E; 7, w), where T E (0, -l/2, -I} and o E (0, l/2, l}, denote the 
complexity of the class & with respect to the accuracy measure E, (the 
notion of complexity is defined in the same manner as in the linear case). 
These complexities admit the following estimates: 
A. Nondegenerate case 1 > 0. 
%(E; 7, W) 5 C Q”* ln(QRL”+‘Is + 2), Q = LII, (41) 
where C is an absolute constant. 
Recall that in the case of 1 > 0 the complexity of the class ‘%+([l, L], T, 
R)(C &) associated with the accuracy measure E, is, up to a constant 
factor depending on T and w, min{n; Q*‘*ln(R max{P, L7+,} E-I)}, pro- 
vided that Q = L/l 2 2 and R max{P, L+} 2 2.5. Thus, the complexity 
of %+([I, L], T, R) is, in essence, the right hand side of (41) truncated at the 
level of order of n. 
B. Degenerate case 1 = 0. Recall that the complexity %(s; %+([O, L], 
T, R), o) in the case of .a < R is less than (n - 3)/2 only when o + T > 0; in 
other words, in the case of o + T I 0 iterative methods as applied to 
degenerate linear equations cannot do anything reasonable. Thus, in or- 
der to obtain reasonable nonlinear extensions of “linear” complexity 
results, we must restrict ourselves to the case of o + T > 0. Thus, only the 
following cases are of interest: 
T = 0, o = l/2 (the optional solution to the minimization problem with 
a P(L)-objectivefbelongs to a given ball of the radius R and we wish to 
find an approximate solution z with AZ) - min f I ~~12); 
7 = 0, w = 1 (the optimal solution to the minimization problem with a 
CiJ(L)-objective f belongs to a given ball of the radius R and we wish to 
find an approximate solution z with Ilf’(z)/ I E); 
7 = -l/2, w = 1 (the W(L)-objectivef satisfies, for a given ZO, the 
relationf(zo) - inf f~ R*/2, and we wish to find an approximate solution z 
with Ilf’(z)ll 5 E). 
It turns out that the complexities at which the above problems can be 
solved admit the upper bounds 
%(E; 0, l/2) 5 C(L”*R&-l + 2), (42) 
@(E; 0, 1) I C(LR&-’ + 2)‘“ln(LR&-I + 2), (43) 
WE; -l/2, 1) 5 C(L”*R&-’ + 2)ln(L1’2R&-1 + 2), (44) 
where C is an absolute constant. 
In the case of 7 = 0, o = l/2, the complexity %(E; %+([O, L], 0, R), l/2) 
basically is the truncation of the right hand side of (42) at the level of order 
of n. In the remaining cases (T = 0, w = I), (T = -l/2, o = 1) the situation 
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is similar, excluding “extra” logarithmic factors in the upper bounds for 
“nonlinear” complexities. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY REMARKS 
A. Evaluation of Complexity. As far as we know, “tight” complex- 
ity results about the iterative solution of linear equations originate from 
Nemirovsky and Yudin (1983), where the case of 5?l = %+([I, L], 0, R) and 
o = l/2 was studied. Some further extensions were obtained by Chou 
(1987). The “almost precise” description of the complexity of the class 
%+(C, T, R) presented in Theorems 1 and 2 is based on the results of 
Nemirovsky (1991). 
B. Suboptimality of the Conjugate Gradient Method in the Case of 
Precise Data. Since we know “tight” complexity bounds, in order to 
prove the suboptimality of CG it suffices to establish its efficiency esti- 
mate on the class under consideration and to compare it with the lower 
bound for the complexity. This is not a problem in the nondegenerate case 
0 Q C. The situation becomes more complicated when 0 is a limit point of 
C. In the positive semidefinite case (the case of CC+(m)) it is very easy to 
prove the convergence and to evaluate the rate of convergence when o = 
m/2, since the kth approximate solution found by the method is, by defini- 
tion, the minimizer of the corresponding error over the Krylov space 
Ekwm(-, l ), so that the quality of this approximation is not worse than that 
of the (best) Tchebyshev method and therefore can be easily evaluated. 
The case of w < m/2 requires quite different reasoning. As far as we 
know, the first related result was established by Kammerer and Nashed 
(1972) (the case of r =‘l, w = 0; the proved rate of convergence is worse in 
order than it should be). In fact, all we need in order to obtain the effi- 
ciency estimate of the CG on ‘$?l([O, Z.,], 7, R) is to prove that E-~P; 0, l ) is 
bounded from above by O(R2). It was first proved by Morosov and Gilja- 
sov (1982) and then independently by the author (Nemirovsky and Po- 
lyak, 1984) (the proof of the above Theorem 3 is based on the technique of 
the latter paper). The result of Theorem 3 on the suboptimality of the CG 
in the case of an arbitrary C is new. 
C. Nonlinear Generalizations. The complexity bounds close to (41) 
and (42) (with extra factors O(ln Q) and O(ln(RL21e)), respectively) origi- 
nate from Nemirovsky and Yudin (1983). Bounds (41) and (42) were es- 
tablished by Nesterov (1983). Bounds (43) and (44) are proved in 
Nemirovsky (1988). 
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